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EP Creative Industries Intergroup  
European Broadcasting Union (EBU) 

Proudly present: 
 

UNESCO Convention: Celebrating 10 years of cultural diversity, shaping the next decade  
 

- Project note -  
 

30 June 2015 
 

 
On 20 October 2015 the UNESCO Convention on the Protection and the Promotion of Cultural 
Diversity will be 10 years old. The Convention is a cornerstone of EU cultural policy. The EU is a party 
to the Convention and has been steadily supporting its implementation by its Member States. 
 
The EBU is glad to organize an event on 7 October in conjunction with the European Parliament 
Creative Industries Intergroup (CII) to celebrate the 10

th
 anniversary of the UNESCO Convention on 

the Protection and the Promotion of the Diversity of Cultural Expressions. The event will be hosted by 
the Co-Chairs of the European Parliament CII in Strasbourg. 
 
It will address the role of the Convention is shaping a thriving and pluralistic European media sector. 
Emphasis will be put on innovative programmes and initiatives contributing to societies’ democratic 
systems and diversity of cultural expressions; it will also address access to platforms and key 
conditions for diversity of expressions and a pluralistic market in a global, digital environment. 
 
Such angle will nicely fit the EU policy agenda, as the EC Digital Single Market strategy was unveiled 
in May, the REFIT exercise on the Audiovisual Media Services Directive (AVMS) will be starting during 
the second half of this year and trade negotiations with the US (TTIP) and other partners (TiSA, EU-
Japan mainly) are progressing (EU and US started discussing their respective offers on services; 
noticeably the US has not signed the UNESCO Convention). It will also echo some reflections and 
projects initiated within the UNESCO Convention to weigh on international policy making. 
 
Expected attendance is made up of European institutions representatives, Member States delegates, 
academics and experts. 
 
 
Date, time and venue: 
 
European Parliament Strasbourg salon 
7 October 2015 
16:30 to 19:00.  
It is an EP plenary week; and shortly ahead of other events celebrating the Convention in Europe. 
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Draft programme 
 
16:30  Press conference 
 
 [Short video of Diversity Group documentary - tbc] 
 
17:10 Welcome  

MEP Berès or Ehler 
 
17:20 10 years back, 10 years ahead: what role for the Convention in protecting and promoting the 

diversity of cultural expressions? 
 Innovative ways of programming diversity and new challenges in the digital era  
 

Ms Danielle CLICHE, UNESCO Secretary of the Convention on the Protection and Promotion 
of the Diversity of Cultural Expressions (tbc) 
 
Ms Christine MERKEL, Executive Coordinator of the German Federal Coalition for Cultural 
Diversity, Advisor to the German government and Parliament on UNESCO matters (tbc) 
 
Mr Frans JENNEKENS, Chair of Eurovision Intercultural diversity group, Head of Diversity at 
Dutch broadcaster NTR, documentarist (tbc) 
 
Mr Dan ŞANTA, Director of Radio Romania (tbc) 
 
Jean-Paul Philippot, EBU President, Administrator-General of Belgian broadcaster RTBF 

 
18:15 Conclusive remarks 

MEP Berès or Ehler 
 
[Live music - tbc] 
 
18:20 Cocktail 

19:00 End of event 

 

 


